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One picture is worth 10,000 words. 
Ancient chinese proverb 
A picture shows me at a glance what it takes dozens 
of pages of a book to expound. 
Ivan Turgenev, Fathers and Sons (1862) 
So the soul, being strongly elevated, and inflamed 
with a strong imagination , sends forth health and 
sickness. 
Cornelius Agrippa, 1510, cited by 
McMahon & Sheikh, 1984, p. 20 
Words are powerful tools of thought and communication, but visual imagery has a similar role 
that is more archaic, powerful, and encompassing. The human infant represents the world to 
himself or herself in imagery and fantasy long before he or she says his or her first word. The 
signs of the use of visual imagery still remain in cave paintings that go back thousands of 
years. In more advanced cultures , the legacy of complex mythologies rich in visual representa-
tions of personal and archetypal themes attest to the fact that men and women have used this 
medium in diverse and sophisticated ways for millennia in their quest for understanding and 
mastery of self and environment (Samuels & Samuels, 1975). 
Although words allow reality to be broken up into a manageable coding of the flow of 
events in the world, visual imagery has a holistic character that allows it to capture the often 
intricate relationships between specific facts, beliefs, and assumptions that may be individually 
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isolated in verbal representation. In therapy, imagery can provide a special type of access to 
cognitive structures that allows the structures to be worked with in ways that the linear and 
analytical verbal techniques cannot. 
Although Beck (1976; Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) emphasizes verbal technique 
in describing the methods of cognitive therapy, he has related the use of several imagel] 
techniques to the process of cognitive restructuring , both in an important earlier paper (Beck. 
1970) and in his application of the therapy to anxiety (Beck & Emery, 1985) . He emphasize 
the need to elicit information about the client' s spontaneous visual imagery and to help him or 
her to see and restructure the distortions inherent in it, in much the same way as verbally 
expressed cognitions are tackled. He also recognizes that a person 's schematic representation 
of reality are not fundamentally verbal or visual but can be translated into and restructured 
through either modality. 
Freeman (1981) showed how images from dreams and fantasies provide access to the 
individual's personal interpretations of reality and the distortions these include. In cases where 
an individual experiences an emotional reaction to a life situation whose intensity is out of 
proportion to the facts of the event itself, visual imagery often vividly portrays the distortions 
that are responsible. This provides a basis for reexamination and restructuring of the relevant 
beliefs and assumptions. 
The use of directed visualization as a route to self-mastery and personal transformation is 
an ancient practice found in Tibetan Buddhism (Samuels & Samuels, 1975). In modem times, 
applications of guided imagery to psychotherapy have been Jung's active imagination 
(Watkins, 1976), Assagioli's (1965) guided fantasy in psychosynthesis, Leuner' s (1984) 
guided affective imagery, and the imagery psychodrama of Perls and the gestalt therapists 
(Perls , 1969; Polster & Polster, 1974; Stevens, 1971). Imagery techniques have been used to 
treat depression (Schultz, 1984), and phobias (Habeck & Sheikh, 1984), to increase resistance 
to cancer (Hall, 1984) , and to control pain (Bresler, 1984) (see Sheikh , 1984; Singer, 1974: 
Watkins , 1976, for descriptions of other applications.) Though on the surface dissimilar, the 
process of cognitive restructuring through guided imagery has a close affinity to the restructur-
ing that takes place through Socratic questioning and guided discovery in cognitive therapy . 
Gestalt techniques offer valuable means for identifying key cognitions (Amkoff, 1981 ), and in 
this chapter the imagery psychodrama method of Perls will be described within the framework 
of the cognitive model. 
ln one of Perls ' s best known dreamwork seminars , he worked with "Linda" (Perls , 
1971). Linda dreamed of a lake drying up; a group of porpoises were dancing around, sad 
because they would no longer be able to breed in the dried-up lake. As the water disappeared , 
she felt a ray of hope that she would find some treasure hidden on the lake bed . But all that 
appeared was an outdated automobile license plate . This is how Perls (Fritz) worked with her: 
FRITZ: Will you please play the license plate. 
LINDA: I am an old license plate, thrown in the bottom of the lake. I have no use because 
I'm no value-although I'm not rusted I'm outdated so I can't be used as a license 
plate .. . and I'm just thrown on the rubbish heap. That's what I did with a license plate , 
I threw it on a rubbish heap. 
FRITZ: How do you feel about this? 
LINDA: [quietly] I don ' t like it. I don't like being a license plate-useless. 
FRITZ: Could you talk about this. That was such a long dream until you came to the 
license plate. I'm sure this must be of great importance. 
LINDA: [sighs] Useless, outdated .. . The use of a license plate is to allow-give a car 
permission to go . . . and I can ' t give anyone permission to do anything because I'm 
outdated . . .. In California, they just paste a little-you buy a sticker-and stick it on 
the car, on the old license plate . [faint attempt at humor] So maybe someone could put me 
on the car and stick this sticker on me, I don ' t know. 
FRITZ: Okay, now play the lake. 
LINDA: I'm a lake ... I'm drying up , and disappearing , soaking into the earth . .. [with 
a touch of surprise] dying . . .. But when I soak into the earth I become a part of the 
earth-so maybe I water the surrounding area, so ... even in the lake , even in my bed, 
flowers can grow [sighs] . ... New life can grow . .. from me [cries]. 
PERLs: You get the existential message? 
LINDA: Yes [sadly , but with conviction]. I can paint-! can create-! can create beauty . I 
can no longer reproduce, I'm like the porpoise ... but I . .. I'm I .. . keep wanting to 
say I'm food .. . I ... as water becomes . . . . I water the earth and give life-growing 
things , the water-they need both the earth and water, and the .. . and the air and the 
sun , but as the water from the lake I can play a part in something, and producing-
feeding . 
PERLS: You see the contrast: On the surface you find something, some artifact-the 
license plate, the artificial you-but then , when you go deeper, you find the apparent 
death of the lake is actually fertility. . . . 
LINDA: And I don't need a license plate, or a permission, a license in order to . ... 
FruTZ: Nature doesn ' t need a license plate to grow. You don't have to [be?] useless if you 
are organismically creative, which means if you are involved. 
LINDA: And I don ' t need permission to be creative . . . . Thank you. (Perls , 1971 , pp. 
86-87 . reproduced with permission) 
This brief vignette is an elegant therapeutic transaction that leads to a sudden and pro-
found restructuring. To the cognitive therapist, used to identifying the content of the beliefs 
and assumptions and to challenging them with logical analysis, Socratic questioning , and 
experiment, what happened in this interchange may seem mysterious. It is, however, a process 
that is completely familiar , once the implicit restructuring work is made explicit. Through the 
imagery and the subsequent dialogue , some of Linda's key beliefs and assumptions were laid 
bare. Without direct intervention from Perls, she recognized the inaccuracy of some of these 
and discovered an avenue for solution that she saw led to a new conceptualization of herself. 
Linda was coming to the end of her period as a fertile woman. Up till this time, she had 
conceptualized her ability to bear children as something that gave her a role and status . Like 
the license plate , it gave her permission to be a member of society. The unspoken assumption 
was , "My role as a woman is to feed [in giving birth and child rearing] , and that is what makes 
me useful " . An additional assumption was, "Ifl can't bear children I can't be creative, so I'm 
useless. " When she took the role of the lake and saw herself as dying, she identified with that 
assumption , but when she saw how the water could provide life for plants beside the lake , she 
recognized that the focus of the life-giving power of water in the dream could shift from 
supporting the porpoises to watering the plants. At this point, her fixed belief about her own 
creativity being limited to childbearing began to change. She realized that she did not have to 
be biologically useful in order to be a useful member of society but that there were other ways 
in which she could contribute creatively . 
This is a masterful example of guided discovery . Perls skillfully moved Linda toward new 
insight, while allowing the nature of the restructuring to emerge from her own thinking and 
exploration. The dreamwork seminars were not like full therapy sessions , and Perls did not 
draw out the implications of this discovery for her life or discuss with her how she would 
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experiment with participating in new ways , although, in individual therapy, this stage would 
be made more explicit, and homework assignments might be set (Polster & Polster, 1974). 
In standard cognitive therapy , the therapist elicits key thoughts and themes and explores 
the idiosyncratic meanings of these for the client by questioning. Perls achieved the same end 
by creating a miniature psychodrama from the visual image by having the symbols (in this case 
the license plate and lake) speak a soliloquy or, in some cases , dialogue with each other. Once 
the meanings and assumptions have been identified, the next step is to challenge those that are 
dysfunctional. Perls did this through the dialogue of the images , using it to question the 
uncovered assumptions and suggest and experiment with alternatives. 
The goal of this chapter is to show how these methods can be integrated into standard 
cognitive therapy. In the next section, there is an analysis of specific techniques that are 
components of this guided imagery method. This is followed by two case examples . Finally , 
there is a discussion of the factors that need to be considered by the therapist who incorporates 
these techniques into cognitive therapy. 
A REVIEW OF GUIDED IMAGERY TECHNIQUES 
GEITING STARTED 
The main techniques for obtaining an image from which to begin are the visualization of a 
life event or theme, the reinstatement of a dream or daytime image, and feeling focusing. 
Despite the misconception held by some therapists that guided imagery requires some sort of 
hypnotically induced trance state , it is not necessary to use any relaxation or other induction. It 
is best to have the client' s eyes closed, although some can work with eyes open and may prefer 
this at the early stages if the imagery content is threatening. 
For life event visualization, the client is asked to visualize a specific event that is the focus 
of attention in therapy. This may be something recent such as a quarrel with a spouse, or a past 
event such as a childhood memory of being ridiculed by peers or a teacher at school. In theme 
visualization, the client is asked to focus on a specific theme and Jet an image arise spon-
taneously . This has the advantage that the obtained image often expresses key assumptions and 
meanings related to the theme . The second case example , to be discussed later, is an example 
of this technique. This client was idealizing her ex-husband, and she was asked to picture him 
in this idealized form. 
Reinstatement of a dream or daytime image involves asking for a specific image that has 
arisen before, either in a dream, daydream, fantasy , or previous guided imagery work. For 
example, one client, a college student , working on test anxiety, reported a vivid image of his 
mother while taking tests. This disturbed him and contributed to the anxiety , and he was able 
to reinstate it during the session. Another client who had been working on weight control 
dreamed she was in her childhood neighborhood walking past a baby elephant being fed with a 
bottle, and this was used as the initial image. 
Feeling focusing is analogous to asking for the automatic thought that accompanies a 
feeling. The client focuses on a specific emotion that he or she is experiencing in the session. 
Awareness of the feeling can be intensified by having him or her focus on the bodily sensations 
related to it or to the overall " felt sense" of it (Gendlin , 1978; Gendlin , Grindler, & McGuire, 
1984). Then she or he is asked to let an image arise from the feeling , or portray the feeling. 
Often an image will arise spontaneously that vividly portrays the meaning framework within 
which the feeling is embedded. For example , one client who experienced overwhelming dread 
in the morning obtained an image of himself fusing with and separating from an image of his 
father . This proved to be an important focus for the next stage of therapy. Another client who 
suddenly felt overwhelming fear of abandonment and a sense of being like a lump of clay in 
others ' hands got an image of herself in her crib watching her alcoholic mother who had passed 
out on the bed nearby . 
Where imagery is vague, multisensory evocation can help to sharpen the detail. Here the 
therapist directs the client to focus on experience through the different senses. The therapist 
can ask him what he hears and suggest different sounds that might be found in the setting being 
visualized; then she can focus attention on smell , taste and touch in addition to the visual 
modality . 
It is important for the therapist to follow the principle of collaborativeness and to respect 
the imagery that arises in the client, even if it is unexpected or does not fit in with initial 
intentions . The images that emerge can be a vivid portrayal of important aspects of the 
cognitive structure that was previously not available for scrutiny. They also indicate what the 
client is ready to work with . Like a dream, the image often presents both a problem and the 
seeds of a solution , and it is important to be willing to work with what is given, without 
preconceptions. 
AssEssMENT TECHNIQUEs 
Once an image has been elicited, it is important to discover the idiosyncratic meanings 
that it has for the client. The therapist may have his or her own hypotheses about some of these 
but should not rely on textbook interpretations of specific symbols . Instead, it is important to 
check out interpretations by allowing the content of beliefs , assumptions , and interpretations to 
come from the client himself or herself. 
The imagery of a client who reported feeling angry at and deprived by his girlfriend will 
be used to illustrate several of the techniques . Feeling focusing elicited an image of himself 
aged about 6, with his mother, during an incident that had happened when he was about 16. 
His mother seemed cold and dead. Later he noticed that she held a large key in one hand . In the 
guided imagery that followed, I helped him to identify a number of assumptions that were 
implicit in the imagined scene and which supported his feelings of helplessness and rage 
towards his mother. These included the narcissistic assumptions that he was entitled to be 
perfectly loved by his mother, that she had a duty to love him perfectly, and that he was 
entitled to revenge if she failed in this . In addition there was the helplessness-inducing 
assumption that if his mother did not love him no one could. These assumptions left the 
initiative for resolution of the situation in her hands, thus leaving him impotent . This was 
symbolized by his mother holding the key . 
I guided him to reach out and take the key , to go with his girlfriend toward the door of the 
room, and to use the key to let them both out. This process , which was accomplished with 
considerable hesitancy, challenged the assumptions set out before and offered, as an alter-
native perspective, the assumptions that he was lovable even if his mother was unloving, that 
he could accept his girlfriend 's love, and that he could use his own initiative to take himself out 
of the impasse. 
One of the basic Gestalt techniques can be called prompted soliloquy. In the dreamwork 
example, Linda was asked to " be the lake". This is a direction to identify herself as the lake 
and deliver a short soliloquy about her existential status and her feelings in that role. If the 
client can do this well , a great deal of information about the personal meaning of the image 
emerges. 
However , many clients do not possess the skills to explore the image through soliloquy, 
and the interview technique can be used to give specific prompts about the information being 
sought. The client takes the role of a person or object in the image, and the therapist asks 
specific questions. In the case example, the therapist might say, " Now I'd like to interview the 
boy. Tell me how does your mother look to you right now? . . . Tell me what you are 
feeling? .. . What do you want from her?' ' Answers to these questions would lead to further 
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questions as the interview proceeded that would yield information about his feelings of anger 
toward his mother and the cognitions that were associated with them . 
Prompted dialogue is similar to the soliiloquy and interview techniques. The client takes 
the role of a person or object in the imaged scene but instead of talking to· herself or himself or 
the therapist, she or he addresses some other person or object. In the example, the therapist 
could say, "Be the little boy and tell your mother how you feel when she is so cold and 
uncaring." Or, later, "Be the key and tell the boy what you can open for him " . 
It is important for the therapist to track the client's imagery as closely as possible, and to 
do this, she or he will need to ask for prompted descriptions of what is happening. Information 
about affect is especially important. When there are several people or objects in the image, the 
therapist will usually want to focus on the emotions of one or two and asks what emotions 
particular characters are experiencing. Questions about affect may, of course , be included as 
part of the interview method . For example, if the therapist used prompted dialogue to ask the 
boy to tell his mother about his feelings , he would then be interested in the emotional reaction 
of the mother to hearing this. The client would probably be able to tell this by observing her in 
the image, and the therapist could prompt this information by asking , " Can you see how your 
mother is feeling now?" or "What do you notice about your mother 's reaction to what you 
have said?". 
It is also important to track the affect experienced by the client herself or himself as the 
imagery work proceeds, even where it is not directly represented in the image. The therapist 
must pay attention to nonverbal cues as to what the client is experiencing and may need to ask 
questions such as, " What do you feel when you say that?" or, "'You seem to be sad when you 
say that?' ' 
Asking for more detailed description of part of the image is another type of prompted 
description . In the case example, having established that the mother is holding a key , the 
therapist might ask which hand is holding it and how tightly. Sometimes asking for details 
allows the image to come into sharper focus, and new details emerge that were not there 
before. One client described her parents waving at somebody in the distance, and when asked 
to zoom in on the figure and describe it , she s~w that it was an angel. This turned out to be an 
important positive image, associated with acceptance of her independence and creativity . 
As the work proceeds, the images change. Shifts may be small , such as in facial ex-
pression, or large, such as a complete change of scene . Any such change will be called a 
transformation. Transformations provide important information about the clients' personal 
meanings, and it is therefore important to track them closely. The client can be taught to report 
transformations spontaneously when they occur, or the therapist can ask about them from time 
to time. 
One client, a member of a minority group, believed others were suspicious of her because 
of her race. She was imaging herself talking to two white Americans and was asked to imagine 
that one said to the other, " We'd better be very careful what we say to Jenny. She's quite 
different from us and she has relatives in the Soviet Union. We can ' t be too careful" [directed 
dialogue technique: see later text]. When asked what happened next , she reported that both 
Americans appeared to break into uncontrolled laughter, recognizing that the speech was 
absurd. This spontaneous transformation demonstrated that Jenny could see that none of her 
friends would be likely to seriously believe that statement. 
In prompted transformation , the therapist suggests a change of image. This may be 
because a particular avenue of work has reached an impasse or because further information 
about the personal meanings that are involved is needed. One client saw herself frantically 
searching in the ground for a coin. She was asked to transform the image to show the coin . The 
image of her searching was replaced by the image of a coin in a jewelry box. Use of interview 
and prompted dialogue showed that the box represented protection and safety but also re-
striction on freedom and independence. This clarified the first image that had shown the 
desperate search for freedom and independence that had been thwarted by unrecognized 
assumptions about her dependency . 
REsTRUCTURING TEC~QUES 
The assessment techniques enable the therapist to identify important assumptions and 
conflicts that underlie the client's psychological problems. The restructuring techniques allow 
the therapist to guide the client to actively question and challenge these assumptions. 
Summary and reframing are basic methods here as they are in regular cognitive therapy. 
In summarizing, the therapist feeds back what he or she has learned so far from the client' s 
descriptions of images, thoughts, or feelings. In the example, he might say, "So now the little 
boy is angry with the mother for having the key and not giving it to him and feels hopeless 
about ever escaping. " This serves as a check for the therapist but also makes explicit for the 
client the structure of thoughts and feelings that has been exposed . In reframing , the therapist 
suggests an alternative formulation of some of the beliefs and assumptions that have been 
elicited. In this example, he might reframe by saying, "The key is lying there , waiting for the 
boy to take it ," or " Maybe she 's not holding the key so tightly as you think , take a closer 
look". Both summary and reframing are useful preparatory steps for the more active restruc-
turing techniques that follow. 
Directed dialogue is the major method of restructuring dysfunctional beliefs and assump-
tions. The therapist directs the client to take the role of one of the imagery figures and to speak 
certain lines which she or he dictates. This can be used to bring a belief sharply into relief. In 
the example, the therapist might say , "Take the role of the boy and say to the mother, 'You 
are so strong and powerful that there is nothing that I can do to get what I want from you. '" 
Sometimes in order to enhance the effect, lines can be given that exaggerate the assumption. 
(See the example where Jenny was asked to imagine her friends speaking suspiciously about 
her because of her relatives in the Soviet Union.) Simply putting the assumption into the mouth 
of one of the characters confronts the client more vividly than talking about it and can bring 
about spontaneous restructuring because the client's reality-testing processes are automatically 
brought to bear on it . 
In another use of directed dialogue, the therapist dictates words that challenge or contra-
dict dysfunctional beliefs that have been brought into focus . In the example, she might say, 
" Be the little boy and tell your mother, 'Even if you don't love me that doesn't mean someone 
else can ' t love me. I'm not going to continue letting you hold the key to my happines.' " This 
speech contradicts two important assumptions. The use of such directed dialogue does not 
always automatically achieve the desired restructuring. The therapist needs to obtain feedback 
as to the impact of what is said by using the assessment techniques . For example, if the boy felt 
even more hopeless or shrank in size , this would indicate the need to detect other thoughts and 
beliefs that were preventing restructuring and that would need to be dealt with. On the other 
hand , if the mother shrank in size or appeared to go weak and pale or if the boy felt optimistic 
and stronger, this would indicate that restructuring was proceeding in the desired direction. 
As restructuring begins to take place and the client's thought processes move on their own 
toward a new set of assumptions , the therapist can use the less directive prompted dialogue. 
Instead of dictating it word for word he or she can say, for example, ''Tell your mother how 
you are going to live differently in the future, '' or ' 'Tell your father how you feel about him 
now you 're becoming an independent adult." Less directive prompts such as , " What do you 
still need to say to your father?" or, " Is there something more you still have to say?" can be 
used . This enables the client to express the emotions that emerge and to practice and consoli-
date the restructured beliefs . 
Directed transformation provides another way of challenging assumptions. Here the 
therapist instructs the client to effect a change in the image, for example, by directing one of 
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the characters to take some action. In the example, the therapist directed the boy to take the 
key from his mother and later to use it to unlock a door that gave him access to the outside. 
This challenged the assumptions that his mother held the key to his happiness and that until she 
changed he was trapped . 
Prompted transformation gives more initiative to the client. Instead of directing a specific 
change in the image, he or she just suggests the general direction of the change. In the 
example, instead of directing the boy to take the key from his mother, the therapist might have 
said, "Find a way for the boy to get the key". 
This less detailed direction is useful where restructuring is clearly in process and merely 
requires facilitation . It can also be used where the therapist perceives an impasse. It allows the 
client's own creativity to provide a solution and is therefore a good collaborative gesture. In 
the example , the therapist might ask, "Is there anyone who could help the boy get the key?" 
This might result in the entry onto the scene of a person whom the client feels supported by. 
This transformation would then arise from the therapist's prompt and the client's own creative 
use of her resources. 
CASE EXAMPLES OF IMAGERY WORK 
CAsE ExAMPLE 1: C. D. 
C. D. was a 27-year-old unmarried woman who had suffered recurrent major 
depression and taken a number of medication overdoses . She responded well to cog-
nitive therapy and used the dysfunctional thought record conscientiously. However in 
an early session, when suicidal ideation returned , attempts to address the hopelessness 
verbally met with limited success, and she phoned for another session the next day. 
The session described here shows the use of imagery work in a crisis . Because the 
client was suicidal and there was an urgent need to identify and challenge the assump-
tions underlying the current hopelessness, an active and directive style was used. 
The client's self-schema was not well individuated from her schemata represent-
ing other family members . For example , when out shopping and trying to decide what 
to buy, she heard her mother' s and sister's voices giving her advice and criticizing her 
own preferences . Though not hallucinations, they were vivid and disturbing . In the 
first part of the session, it became clear that she felt hopeless about being able to be 
separate from her mother. I asked her to obtain an image of herself and her mother 
together, and I directed an imagery psychodrama as follows: 
D. E.: Imagine she says, " C. You ' re completely untrustworthy. " Now reply to her. 
C . D. : I can ' t. I'm like frozen. 
D. E.: Can you picture yourself getting frozen. Can you see what you're doing to freeze yourself? 
C . D.: . .. Because she doesn ' t trust me .. . 
D. E.: Even though she doesn ' t trust you, that doesn ' t mean you have to freeze yourself. She still 
doesn't trust you, but see if you can unfreeze yourself .. . What's happening? 
C. D.: I'm getting mad. 
D. E.: Tell your mother that you 're mad that she doesn 't trust you. 
C. D.: I'm mad that you don't trust me . . .. She comes back, " I know you, You 've been giving 
your grandmother trouble and she told me she asked you to do something and you wouldn't do 
it ... " 
D. E.: Tell your mother what goes on between you and your grandmother is nothing to do with 
her. 
C. D.: That ' s none of your business .. . . And then she'll say , " She's my mother and she's old, 
and when she asks you to do something, you do it. " 
D. E.: Tell her , " It's none of your business. " 
C. D.: It ' s none of your business. 
D. E.: " I'm going to make the major decisions in my life now." 
C. D.: I' m going to make the major decisions in my life now . .. and then she ' ll say . 
D. E.: No. "I'm not a child anymore." [She previously reported that her mother dreamed that 
she was taking C. D., her sick child to the hospital . C. D. said in a later session she could not 
envisage herself as more than 9 years old.] 
C. D.: I'm not a child anymore. 
D. E.: " When you try to keep me as a child, you just make me mad." 
C. D.: When you try to keep me as a child you just make me mad. 
D. E.: How are you feeling now? 
C. D.: Scared . 
D. E. : What are you scared of? 
C. D.: Her reaction .... She's saying, " ' Is this the way you treat me? After all I'm your 
mother? '' 
D. E.: A classic line. A classic turn of the guilt screw. What could you reply to that? 
At this point I gave her more assertive and independent words to experiment with . 
She was somewhat hesitant about some of the lines but , with encouragement, said 
them all: 
" It ' s true that you're my mother but I'm not a child anymore. If we 're going to 
relate to each other you're going to have to respect my independence. You've been 
treating me like a child all these years, but it's going to stop now. I'm going to have 
my own opinions and make my own decisions." 
At this point C. D. reported that her mother was just laughing at her mockingly, 
and she felt hopeless because these gestures toward independence were not working. It 
became clear that she believed she could not individuate unless her mother changed, 
and she did not believe she could change her mother. I summarized and reframed it for 
her. 
D. E.: I get the sense that you believe you have to change her; that unless you can get her to 
change , to accept you and your independence , it won't be possible for you to have it. 
We explored this for a few minutes but continually met with resistance on the part 
of C. D. to seeing a path toward true independence. This seemed to confirm the idea 
that her self-schema was cognitively fused with that of her mother. The next step was 
to test this hypothesis , and what happened confirmed this formulation . 
D. E.: I' m going to give you an idea, and that is that you have two mothers. One is sitting there at 
home, and the other is the one you carry round in your head. Right now it 's as if you had this very 
manipulative, bitter woman sitting behind your shoulder, whispering in your ear. Now you can't 
ch.ange the one who 's sitting there at home, perhaps. But you don ' t have to have this one sitting 
on your shoulder. That's the one you 've created .... Get a picture of your mother at home, and 
you in the city , with this mother you 've created for yourself. See where she 'd be . Would she be 
on your shoulder or inside your head? How would you like to picture her ... How is she related 
to the image of you? .. . 
C. D. : Her head is like, inside mine, but it almost seems larger. There's just like my face, but 
then her head is larger and that's all I see. 
D. E.: Now keep that image clearly. Her head 's inside yours? It ' s like you 've let her take you 
over? ... Now talk to this mother who 's inside your head .... What would you like to say to 
her? 
C. D.: You ' re driving me crazy. Don't you realize all the pressure you 've been putting on me. 
Don' t you realize what it ' s been doing to me this last dozen of years or so? 
D. E.: Let her reply. 
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C. D. : What do you mean? I sent you to college. I sent you on trips. I provide your food, your 
clothing, free housing ... 
D. E.: Stop and say to her, '· You don 't do anything. You're just a figment of my imagination. I 
created you and you're driving me crazy. And I'm not going to let this go on any longer." [C. D. 
repeats this] Tell me what 's happening. 
C. D.: She says, "If it weren't for me you'd never do anything. I have to push you to do 
everything. 
D. E.: Tell her " That 's bullshit. If it weren't for you, I'd know what I wanted, and I'd be able to 
make my own decisions ." 
C. D.: That 's bullshit. If it weren't for you I'd know what I wanted and I'd be able to make my 
own decisions .... Now she says, "You're so independent? Yeah , look at you! You don 't have 
a job. You can't hold a job. You don 't know what you want. You never knew how to make up 
your mind. " 
D. E.: Tell her, "That' s because I've kept you in my head like this , but I'm not going to go on 
like this any more. " 
C. D.: That 's because I've kept you in my head like this, but I'm not going to go on like this any 
more. 
D. E.: What's happening now? 
C. D.: She's getting smaller. ... She's looking at me. 
D. E.: How do you feel now she's got smaller? 
C. D.: A lot calmer. 
D. E.: Tell her, " I feel a whole lot better now you've got smaller. I'm going to be careful not to 
let you get bigger again. " 
C. D.: I feel a whole lot better now you've got smaller. I'm going to be careful not to let you get 
bigger again. 
D. E.: What's happening? 
C. D.: Everything's going dark. She's getting smaller, and I feel a whole lot better. 
There were three stages in this session in terms of the assumptions being dealt 
with. In the first , where I helped to challenge her mother by giving her direct and 
assertive lines to say, the focus was on assumptions about being a helpless child who 
needs her mother to tell her what to do . This is a challenging that needed to be done 
because C. D. had never talked to her mother like that. This part of the work looks like 
a covert rehearsal that would be done in assertiveness training . However, it is done 
with a different intention. It is not a formal practice of something she will later say but 
a way of experimenting with new assumptions about her own independence . At a later 
stage in therapy, this did lead to her being more assertive with her mother, but at this 
stage, the aim was to assess whether there were other cognitive factors that stood in the 
way of an assertiveness project. 
This led to the shift to the next assumption that had to be dealt with , which was, 
''Unless I can get my mother to change , I can't change.'' The next stage experimented 
with challenging that assumption. However, this also failed to resolve the hope-
lessness , partly because she was scared that , if she took a stand, her mother would 
reject her , but also, more importantly , because her internal representation of her 
mother was so powerful and so habitually exercized that she would still be subject to 
the same pressure from her own fantasy as she was before. The next step in the work 
was to show that to a great extent what she was responding to was her own fantasy and 
to show that she could exercise control over that. This proved to be the essential 
discrimination to teach before the other assumptions could be fully tackled , and the 
discovery that she need not continually recreate the engulfing relationship with her 
mother in fantasy resolved the immediate hopelessness. 
CASE EXAMPLE 2: J. T. 
J. T. was a woman who, 15 years after her divorce, was still experiencing 
feelings of Joss and a great deal of conflict in relation to her ex-husband. She described 
his behavior as irrational, egocentric, and violent, yet maintained a very idealized 
image of what he was really like or might become. Starting with a conceptualization 
that she needed to see clearly what her idealized fantasy of him was and then reality-
test it, I guided the session as follows. 
D. E.: So it seems that you keep alive Bas you wanted him to be? 
J. T.: And I keep getting disappointed ... So what do I do? 
D. E.: Bury your fantasy .... Do you have a picture in your mind of B . as you wanted him to 
be? ... Can you picture yourself with him? ... Can you tell me what you see? 
J. T.: The two of us together, walking down the street? 
D. E.: Can you picture yourself looking at him really objectively, seeing what he 's like? I want 
you to keep that image of yourself looking at him, and I want to interview the you in the 
image .... What are you feeling? 
J . T.: A little teary ... elation. 
D. E.: And what is it you ' re elated about? 
J . T.: That life can be so beautiful. 
D. E.: And what is making life so beautiful? 
J. T.: It's just that I feel so happy. 
D. E.: And what are you happy about? 
J. T.: Being with somebody that I love . 
D. E.: And what is it about him that you love? 
J. T.: The way that he looks. His caring, sharing. 
D . E.: You like that he cares about you? Shares things with you? ... What I'd like you to do is 
to walk along the street with him and come to meet B. as he really is. So the three of you will be 
together. .. Tell me what you see. 
J. T.: A guy that looks out of place, disheveled. 
D. E.: And the B. that you were with just now? Where is he in the picture? 
J . T.: Vague .. . [inaudible word] ... but I know in my heart that he 's still there. 
D. E.: So look at him and look at the B. you were with at first. What do you see? 
J. T.: They are two different people. 
D. E.: How is the first B. different from the second? 
J. T.: The first one's much more together. 
D. E.: And what are your feelings about the first one? 
1. T.: The second kind of pushed him away . .. erased him. 
D. E.: So in your image the first B. you were with has gone. 
J. T.: Faded . . [inaudible]. 
D . E.: Did he really exist? 
J . T.: In my fantasy [crying]. 
D. E.: Can you run the movie backwards to where you're with the first B. at the beginning? . .. 
Speak to the ftrst B . 
J. T.: It' s really hard to get rid of the other. 
D. E.: Try saying, " You only exist in my fantasy." 
J. T.: You only exist in my fantasy. 
D. E.: "You' re not real." 
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J. T.: You're not real. 
D. E.: "And I'm really sad about that ." 
J. T.: [Lively, but sad] I am really sad [crying]. 
D. E .: "I've got to try to let you go." 
J. T.: [Pause] I'll try to let you go ... 
D. E.: ... What's happening now? 
J. T.: I'm thinking that if I can look at him as the second one . . . maybe [inaudible due to street 
noise] . 
D. E.: Can you do that in the image? Leave the fantasy one behind? 
J. T. : [With energy] He knocked the ftrst one out. He erased it. He was so overpowering. The 
first one just melted away. And I think that's what happened. When we first got married , I had 
these illusions of what he was and who he was, and that I couldn't live without him , and he was 
just the strength and intelligence and the capable one of the two of us . . It took me a long time to 
realise that he wasn ' t. 
D. E.: And could never be. 
J. T .: I don ' t know about could never be, but certainly can't ever be ... and he certainly 
wasn ' t. .. . [inaudible]. Sometimes I feel like .. . I guess I wanted to . . . that's the way I 
survived all this . . . 
In this session, 1. T. was able to directly portray her fantasy of her ex-husband as 
an ideal lover who could perfectly meet her needs for love , support, and sharing. 
When she imagined walking with the idealized B. to meet the real B. , the image of the 
idealized B. faded. This was a vivid presentation to her of the incompatibility of the 
two images. The next step was to discover whether she could let go of the unrealistic , 
idealized version. That is why I had her say goodbye so directly. She recognized that 
keeping the idealized image had served as a coping mechanism (" That's the way I 
survived all this" ). If she still needed this as a coping mechanism, saying goodbye 
would have evoked fear of loneliness or thoughts about herself as weak and inade-
quate . As it is, the giving up of the fantasy evoked a normal sadness, but nothing 
more , showing that with her present level of maturity she could appropriately mourn 
her idealized lover and no longer needed the fantasy to help her cope. 
INTEGRATING IMAGERY WORK INTO COGNITIVE THERAPY 
Like any technique in cognitive therapy , imagery restructuring must be used in the 
context of an understanding of the patient's underlying problem. Beck and Emery (1985) 
emphasize the importance of working from a thorough conceptualization, out of which a 
specific strategy can be chosen , and within that strategy a specific tactic. C. D .'s problem was 
conceptualized cognitively as a failure to develop a separate self-schema. Strategies used 
included rehearsing assertive responses to her mother and learning that she actively created and 
maintained a fantasy of her mother, a process over which she could gain control. Tactics 
included specific applications of techniques such as directed dialogue or prompted transforma-
tion. J. T . 's problem was conceptualized as a failure to reality-test and give up an idealised 
version of her ex-husband . The strategy was to invite her to do this. Specific tactics included 
directed transformation in which the real and idealized lover appeared together, and directed 
dialogue giving up and saying goodbye to the idealized one. 
The more well-developed and accurate is the conceptualization, the more powerful the 
imagery tool becomes. The conceptualization itself can be tested and enriched through the 
assessment component of the imagery work. The therapist can discover the nature of the 
client's feelings and the structure of her or his beliefs , test his or her understanding of how 
different assumptions interlock with each other, and assess the client's readiness to challenge 
particular aspects of the entire cognitive structure. 
The client who understands the theory of verbal restructuring can easily grasp how the 
imagery work functions as a restructuring tool, because, like the purely verbal methods, it 
makes it possible to contact and make explicit certain beliefs and assumptions, to see their 
relationship to disturbing emotions , and to challenge and alter them where they are dysfunc-
tional . The work can be integrated with the verbal work of previous and subsequent sessions by 
showing the client how certain beliefs and assumptions that were emerging previously have 
been represented in the imagery. Afterwards, it may be useful to review the imagery and have 
the client notice specific assumptions that were identified and the manner in which they were 
challenged. Sometimes this is so clear that little time needs to be spent on it. 
In other cases, it is important to help the client make the connections explicitly. It may be 
useful to show clearly how the assumptions presented in the imagery affect specific life 
situations the client finds problematic, if this is not obvious from the imagery content. In some 
cases , where the issues revealed by imagery are complex , it may be useful to ask the client to 
write out the guided imagery sequence as a preamble to further work on identifying and 
restructuring assumptions. As with verbal work, it is important to check that the client 
continues to challenge the dysfunctional assumptions in everyday life. This can be done 
through homework tasks and, later, by questioning about behavioral changes that occur spon-
taneously subsequent to the session. This often reveals that the new assumptions are guiding 
current behavior and that the old ones have been discarded. 
Sometimes developments in spontaneous imagery or dreams serve as indicators of pro-
gress. One client obtained an image of a small coffin-shaped box tightly closed with flies 
teeming round it. It had the numbers " 16-17" written on it, which were ages at which he had 
many painful and avoided memories . Several weeks later, he obtained an image of the box 
with the lid open , and the flies were swarming less densely. This was an indication that some 
progress had been made in reprocessing the avoided material. Later in therapy, C. D. (see 
Case Example 1) reported a dream that showed that she was integrating new beliefs about 
herself as able to be independent. In the dream she saw herself in church getting married. Her 
father was there and disapproved of her choice. She was angry with him and told him that she 
would now make her own choices. This indicated that she was developing confidence in 
making and sticking to her own decisions when they conflicted with the views of her family. 
Although the components of the work with imagery all have their analogies in the 
standard verbal techniques, there are two advantages of the imagery method. The first is that it 
is more effectively able to achieve restructuring outside the conceptual reasoning system in the 
developmentally more primitive structures. Affectively charged material cannot always be 
reached adequately through verbal questioning. This is even more the case where the client has 
a strongly intellectualizing style that serves to perpetuate cognitive avoidance when affectively 
charged issues are being dealt with. Greenberg and Safran (1984) emphasize that the abstract 
conceptual system functions in an integrated way with a facial/motor system responsible for 
the feeling quality of emotion and its facial and other physical expression, and a schematic 
emotional memory mechanism. Beck (1985) and Guidano and Liotti (1983) stress the need to 
achieve restructuring in these more primitive structures. Edwards (in press) shows how imag-
ery restructuring can be used to achieve change in the schematic memory mechanism . 
The second advantage of imagery over purely verbal work is that some clients have a 
particular aptitude for working in this modality. Handler and Grinder's theory of neu-
rolinguistic programming proposes that the visual , auditory, and kinesthetic are three major 
cognitive systems for representing the world, and that each person has a preferred modality 
(King, Novik, & Citrenbaum, 1983). If this is true, then those whose preferred representa-
tional system is visual will be able to achieve a more meaningful and effective cognitive 
restructuring through imagery than through verbal techniques . 
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SUMMARY 
In this chapter, a guided imagery method used in gestalt therapy was described in detail 
and analyzed into its specific components. The basic principles underlying the imagery work 
were shown to be analogous to those upon which standard cognitive therapy is founded, and 
this was illustrated by means of case examples, fust from one of Perls ' dreamwork seminars 
and then from the author's case files. 
It was shown how the method could be used to elicit the idiosyncratic meanings of the 
client in relation to a specific theme and to identify core dysfunctional assumptions. Illustra-
tions were given of specific techniques that could be employed to challenge and restructure 
these cognitions. The benefits of the imagery modality are that it provides: (1) access to 
cognitions underlying emotional responses that may be difficult to identify through question-
ing, (2) a holistic presentation of networks of beliefs, and (3) a means of keeping the client in 
contact with avoided painful affect. 
Once a good conceptualization of the client's problem has been achieved, guided imagery 
provides a modality within which specific strategies for cognitive restructuring can be facili -
tated through· guided discovery. Therapists who are willing to explore this modality and find an 
aptitude for it will be gaining access to something that will greatly enrich their potential for 
helping and can provide exciting avenues for developing their own creativity in the challenging 
work of enabling clients to identify and free themselves from dysfunctional personal meaning 
systems. 
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